Performance Evaluation Process for video mosaic algorithms is developed on the basis of maximum information retrieval through closeness and residue between the original input images/ actual frames and the estimated images/frames from mosaic image. This evaluation method can be applicable to image as well as video mosaicing methods. Estimation of original input images/video frames and maximum information retrieval in terms of closeness/residue are the major steps involved in it. Without specific design of standard database, this method evaluates the mosaics in reference with the information in original input images/frames through a unique and single valued metric. Problems in case of mosaicing in complex condition like nonlinear vertical distortions and geometrical distortions in image and video capturing are discussed. Performance results are tested and compared with different mosaic images from different mosaic algorithms presented before.
INTRODUCTION
Mosaic evaluations based on human judgment and personal analysis has been performed in early days. In latter days, image blurring [1] like ad hoc measures have been used but overall performance is not satisfactory. Uses of ground truth information of standard data sets were developed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] during next days in various methods which included the various measuring metrics in 1 to 4-5 numbers. Estimation of standard data sets was a crucial at that time but very difficult task in these methods to cover real world data. Latter, very few methods [7] [8] were introduced with no use of standard data set whose results are also satisfactory.
Various parameter's evaluation and various system's ranking based on mosaic creation were proposed in literature like ranking of orientation tracking systems [9] , ranking of electrooptical (EO) systems [10] , Radiographic Quality [11] , ranking of radiographic digital system [12] , quality of size, shape and position of the image layer in radiographic panoramic images [13] , quality of video compression [14] and ranking of tracking methods [15] .
Based on the various methods proposed in literature, various requirements in evaluation methodologies are: 1) To find the single and unique valued metric with high speed and reliable operations so that ranking of mosaic method and quality evaluation of mosaics is feasible with real world data. 2) To develop the evaluation method for video mosaic to handle vertical distortions while propagating in horizontal direction.
3) To work without use of standard and reference databases for making the system computationally efficient. 4) To combine the evaluation of image mosaicing and video mosaicing.
Mosaic evaluation should provide a measurable value for similarity between mosaic image and the input images/frames. In case of image mosaicing, image transformation and image warping are generally wide, but it is harmful if images to be stitched are very large, which may lead to complex nature. Due to this one to one pixel based evaluation is even suitable in case of image mosaicing which indirectly can evaluate complexity. If the transformation is wide, complexity is more and should be indicated by the degradation of the ranking of mosaic method. So, same evaluation method can be applied to image as well as video mosaicing.
Evaluation of nonlinear vertically distorted mosaic image from image stitching and video stitching may have different concept. In video mosaicing, overlapped portion is larger than that of in image mosaicing. So, with nonlinear vertical distortion, chances of direct correspondence of frames with mosaic in video mosaicing are less with respective to that of in image mosaicing. This indicates less evaluation performances in video mosaicing with respective to image mosaicing.
Image mosaicing are generally used where geometrical distortions are more instead of video mosaicing. So, with geometrical distortions, evaluation performance of video mosaicing is exactly reverse (more) than that of in image mosaicing.
Problem of evaluation of image mosaicing in geometrical distortion is already recovered by many authors with the use of registration based evaluation [2] [3] [4] . Only solution is required to handle the problem of evaluation of video mosaicing with nonlinear distortion.
METHODOLOGY
Mosaic evaluation technique for image as well as video mosaicing can includes two steps as, 1) Estimation of Input Images/Video Frames and 2) Closeness and residue as a performance measure.
Estimation of Input Images/Video Frames
Final mosaic generated may be enlarged mosaic image of height M1 and width L1. It is required to be resized into height M of the original image /frame and width L with proper aspect ratio so that maximum information can be retrieved from it. Similarities [16] between original images/frames and all possible striped images/frames from mosaic image are calculated by using equation (1 
It is required to estimate number of images/frames and their nodes list for all n original images/frames on account to measure the performance.
Performance Measure: Closeness and Residue
Performance of mosaic image is evaluated in terms of Overall Percentage Closeness (OPC) or Overall Percentage Residue (OPR) between original and estimated images/frames as given in equation (6) and equation (7) because of possibility of maximum information retrieval using it. Closeness between and is considered as a count of number of black pixels within the difference image of and as black pixel is a difference of same pixels of any grey value and can be calculated by histogram analysis of difference image.
Difference image ( ) is given in equation (3).
Where, n is the total number of original image/frames. Fig. 1 and Fig. 3 respectively. Evaluation of mosaic with global and local vertical deviations created from nonlinear vertically distorted video can be accurate with proposed measures by cropping the frames along top and bottom sides. It minimizes the errors in direct matching of cropped frames ( Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ) using OPC/OPR than that of full frames (Fig. 1 ).
Experimental Results
Various mosaic images (Fig.4 to Fig. 8 ) are evaluated and their evaluation results are presented in Table 1 . It shows that most of the videos are having 50-60% closeness to its mosaic images. Mosaic performance (in percentage OPC) from Beach View video with Wexler's method [18] as indicated in Table 1 is compared with the performance from Strip Search Algorithms [16] method.
Poor evaluations are estimated from the mosaic images created with full frames when we used the Strip Search Algorithm and Benedict's method for video mosaicing due to the nonlinear vertical distortions, even the mosaic images are visualized well. Cropped frames (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 ) are applied for evaluation with both the mosaic creation methods and found the drastic change in its performances. Also performance with mosaic created with nonlinear vertical distortions is checked using image mosaicing method (Andrew's method) as shown in Fig. 9 , and found the results satisfactory. Wexler's method for video mosaicing [18] Mosaic7 as shown in Fig. 8 59.4314 9
Andrew's method for image mosaicing [19] Mosaic8 as shown in Fig. 9 54.5462
